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INTRODUCTION
Most adults who learn a foreign language speak with an "accent" which derives
in part from phonological and phonetic differences between their native language (L 1) and the target foreign language (L2). This raises the question of the
extent to which humans are capable of learning new speech patterns, or modifying existing ones, once L 1 has been thoroughly acquired. This study examined
factors that might limit the accuracy with which adult learners produce the
_______ phones (speech sounds) found in a foreign language.
Researcfiers-(e~~aa(),l957rhaVe-frequen
tlyobserved"1 hat -L2 learnerstend to produce the words of a foreign language with phones that can be heard
in the phonetic surface of L 1. Weinreich (1953) hypothesized that this resulted
from the "interlingual identification" of L 1 and L2 phones. Valdman (1976,
p. 38) observed that:
... the articulatory habits of the foreign language partially overlap those of the native language .
. . . The student must learn to make new responses to stimuli which are interpreted as identical to
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native language stimuli. For instance, French and English /s/ differ with regard to place of
articulation. The former is a dental, and the lalter is an alveolar. The partial similarities he perceives
in the acoustic signal of French /s/ will lead an English speaker to respond with the alveolar rather
than the dcnlal sound.

This represents the hypothesis that when an L2 phone is "identified"
with an LI phone, the L I phone will be used in place of it (i.e., be "substituted" for it). Such interlingual identification appears to depend on the auditory, and perhaps articulatory, similarity of LI and L2 phones. However,
empirical research has yet to: (1) objectively quantify the degree of phonetic
similarity between phones found in two languages, (2) demonstrate which specific phones in L I and L2 are "identified" with one another, or (3) determine
whether the interlingual identification of L 1 and L2 phones will cease as the
learner becomes familiar with the phonetic differences that may distinguish L 1
and L2 phones.
Some L2 phones have a direct counterpart in LI with which they can be
identified. To a first approximation, this includes L I and L2 phones that are
transcribed using the same IP A symbol. For example, instances of It! occurring
in French and English words are likely to be regarded by the L2 learner as being
different realizations of the same category because of their overall phonetic
similarity. The interlingual identification of such pairs might be expected to
occur even when acoustic differences that may distinguish the L1 and L2 phones
are auditorily detectable (see Flege, 1984a). Judging acoustically different
phones to be members of the same category is a fundamental aspect of human
speech perception.
Other L2 phones bear less obvious resemblance to phones in L1 and may
therefore not be regarded as the realization of any LI category. For native
English speakers, this may include phones such as the front-rounded vowellyl
of French, the clicks of Southern Bantu languages, and the pharyngeal fricatives
of Semitic languages. We will refer to such phones as "new," although it should
be apparent that any phone encountered in a foreign language-no matter how
exotic-is likely to bear some degree of articulatory and acoustic similarity to
phones found in the learner's Ll.
.
One aim of this st.udy was to determine whether L2 learners produce
"new" L2 phones more accurately than L2 phones which have a counterpart
" in Ll. Valdman (1976) hypothesized that new L2 phones are learned more easily
0han-L-2-phones-w hichhave-alrLl-couriterp1ffCbecause
-they evao e-iriteilingual .
. identification and thus tend not to be produced with previously established
patterns of segmental articulation (cf. Koutsoudas and Koutsoudas, 1962). Koo
t (1972) suggested that talkers do not 'actually need to "learn" new L2 phones
f since they can be produced by recombining the features of L 1 phones. This
implies that new L2 phones and those which have a direct counterpart in Ll
will be produced with equal accuracy.
~,
Several previous studies have reported data bearing on this issue (Briere,
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1966; Politzer and Weiss, 1969; Johansson, 1973; Walz, 1979; Flege and Port,}
1981), but none has specifically tested the hypothesis that new L2 phones are.~
produced more accurately than those with a direct counterpart in L1.' Taken:~
as a whole, they suggest that L2 learners produce new L2 phones les.<; well than!
L2 phones with an LI counterpart. However the evidence which now exists isl
insufficient to confirm or disconfirm the hypothesis. Most of t he previous studies
examined the speech production of talkers with little or no knowledge of the .j
foreign language from which the L2 phones were taken; most examined mimicry :~
rather than spontaneous speech production; and most relied solely on phonetic;!
i
transcription, often by non-native speakers.
We applied perceptual and acoustic criteria to the French syllables Itu/J
('tous') and Ityl ('tu') to objectively examine adults' production of L2 phones.2;!
English lul appears to be produced with significantly lower F2 values than itsJ
French counterpart.J French Iy/, on the other hand, is a "new" phone that has ]
no direct counterpart in English. Contrastive analysis (e.g., Le Bras, 1981) .~
predicts that L2 learners will replace a new L2 phone with a "close" L 1 phone, '~
but offers no satisfactory method for determining which LI phone is closest to!
the new L2 phone.4 If a new L2 phone is consistently replaced by a single Ll ~
phone the possibility exists that the L2 phone has been identified with that L1 .~
phone. American speakers of French often realize French Iyl as an lu/-quality "~
vowel (Gaudin, 1953; Walz, 1979). If both the Iy/ and lul of French is iden- Jt
tified with English lu/, native English speakers might appear to produce French 1
lul more accurately than French /y I since, in that case, they would be likely ,I
to "substitute" English /ul for both vowels. Another possibility is that native (
English speakers do not identify French Iy I with any vowel category of English ~~
and therefore learn to produce French /yl without reference to speech patterns i
established for the articulation of English. If so, French Iyl may be produced .~
more accurately than French lu/, at least if adults remain capable of learning ;j
to produce new phones.It seems likely that the amount of French language experience will affect;
the production of French lul and Iyl by native English speakers. Previous;
studies have focused on speech timing in L2 production. Relatively experienced 1
L2 learners have been observed to produce L2 phones with more nativelike ~
temporal properties than relatively inexperienced L2learners (see Flege, 1984b). :;
A nonauthentic pronunciation of vowels leads to foreign accent (Elsendoom, ~
<\

1983) buLno_study, 10-9ur kl!g\YJeQg~,-h_~s_sp_~c~~c.!1lly
~xa_~i_ne?~he effect ofj
experience on learners' production of L2 vowels. Thus another aim of this-'studY.j
was to determine whether experienced American speakers of French produce-i
French vowels more accurately than less experienced Americans and, if so,'~
whether experience equally effects production of /yl and lul.
iJ
Most previous L2 research has emphasized the difficulty of establishing)
new motor plans for L2 phones, or the difficulty in modifying pre-existing ones.:;
The final aim of this study was to test the hypothesis that an important cause;
1
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is the development by L2 learners of inaccurate perceptual
1 targets for L2 phones. ~Flege (1981, 1984b) hypothesized that interlingual iden(tification leads the L2 learner to merge the phonetic properties of L I and L2
{ phones that have been identified as belonging to the same category. According
;,',to this hypothesis, learners' perceptual target for L2 phones may evolve as a
i:-function of experience with L2 (see Caramazza et aI., 1973; Williams, 1980), but
~>their perceptual target for L2 phones may never match those of L2 native
~J!speakersbecause of in terlingual identification. Flege's (I 984b) model leads to
~hthe prediction that, with sufficient experience, L2 learners will produce stop
~tconsonants differently in L2 than Ll (if the Ll and L2 stops differ phonetically),
~,,'ibutwill never perfectly match native speakers of L2. For example, if English
~:·;learnersjudge that the It! of English and French belong to the same category,
~it is predicted they will persist in producing French It! with relatively long
1.
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~;'tinerge
the properties
of French
It! their
(including
its short-lag
values)
and
l(English-like)
VOT values
because
perceptual
target forVOT
French
It I will
fJi'English It! (with its long-lag VOT values).
~y
Existing studies support the general prediction that L2 learners will be
Ilearners
lonly partially
whose successful
LI realizesinIp,t,kl
producing
L2 phones.
Studies
shown
that
with short-lag
VOT
values have
produce
English
Wp,t,kl with VOT values that are longer than those characteristic of L I, but are
&nevertheless too short by English phonetic standards (Port and Mitleb, 1980;
,,~Flegeand Port, 1981; Caramazza et aI., 1973; Williams, 1980; cf. Flege and
~Hammond, 1982). However, to our knowledge no study has examined the
c~production of short-lag stops in a target foreign language by learners whose Ll
~~ealizes Ip,t,kl with long-lag VOT values. Kewley-Port and Preston (1974)
,hypothesized that short-lag stops are less difficult to produce than long-lag
fstopS.It is therefore possible that native English speakers may succeed better
J.in producing the short· lag stops of French (Caramazza and Yeni-Komshian,
'ft1974) than native French speakers produce the long-lag stops of English. If
~mericans accurately produce French It! with the short-lag VOT values typical
~6f French monolinguals, it would disconfirm the hypothesis that interlingual
'dentification creates an absolute upper limit on the extent to which L2 learners
pproximate the phonetic norms of a target foreign language.
;~, ' Flege's (1984b) model should apply to vowel production as well as to the
YOT dimension in stop consonants. Native English speakers are likely to idenifyFrench lul with English lul, despite the fac~ that. t~~ .spectral aco~~t!C .
ifferences distinguishing these vowels are auditorily detectable (Flege, 1984a).
a result, English learners of French may develop a perceptual target for
rench lul differing from that of French monolinguals because they merge the
bonetic properties of French and English lu/. If so, they will at best produce
'rench lul with formant values intermediate to the values observed for French
'nd English monolinguals. Should the production of French lul by English
peakers of French be observed to match that of French monolinguals, it would
,
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seriously undermine the importance of interlingual identification as a factor
limiting adults' success in producing L2 phones.
One other aspect of the present data will serve to test the importance of
interlingual identification. Previous studies (e.g., Flege and Port, 198I) show
that the phonetic characteristics of L I phones are often maintained in L2 speech
production. To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has tested the effect
ofL2 learning on LI speech production. Ifidentifying an L2 phone with a phone
in LI affects the perceptual target developed for the L2 phone. it should also
affect the perceptual target previously established for the L I phone.6 Flege
(1981, 1984b) hypothesized that when learners identify an L2 phone with a
phone in L I they will eventually begin producing the L 1 phone so that it
resembles the counterpart phone in L2. For example, a native French speaker
who identifies English It! with the It! of French should eventually begin
producing French It! with VaT values that exceed the short-lag VaT values
typical of French monolinguals. A failure to note an L2 effect on L I speech ,
production would also tend to undermine the importance of interlingua I identifi- ~
cation.
Our study is divided into three parts. In Experiment I listeners label the
French syllables Itul and Ityl produced by native French and English talkers. ~
If new L2 phones are produced more accurately than L2 phones which have a .~
direct counterpart in LI, the Ityl produced by native English speakers should ~
be correctly labeled more often than Itu/. If experience leads to increased L2 .1
production accuracy, the syllables produced by relatively experienced English ;~
speakers of French should be correctly labeled more often than syllables pro- ~
duced by less experienced native English speakers. The effect of experience is't
further explored in experiment 2, which examines the identifiability of Ityl and .~
Itul in a paired-comparison task.:i
Finally, we report acoustic measures of VaT and formants 1-3 in the Itul .~
and /tyl syllables that were perceptually tested in Experiments 1 and 2. The]
predicted effect of interlingual identification is that French-English bilinguals ,~
and English-French bilinguals will produce the It! occurring in French words ij
with VaT values that are intermediate to those observed for monolingual speak- j
ers of English and French. Further, native English speakers of French are;
predicted to produce French lul and with F2 values intermediate to those!
observed for French and English monolinguals.
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EXPERIMENT 1
This experiment examined the accuracy with which native and non-native talk- .
ers produced the French syllables Itul and Ity/. Accuracy was assessed by
computing the frequency with which French-speaking listeners correctly identified (i.e., as intended) these syllables. We examined production of Itul and
Ityl in three different speaking tasks to ensure a representative sampling of
180
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1:French speech production. To examine the effect of linguistic experience, we
tbmpared two groups of native English speakers who differed in overall French
~'language experience.
,t...••
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!b .
~Methods
~"
li!>'

~\
Talkers Three groups of talkers differing in language background and
r.experience were recruited from a university community for the present study.
r:Each group consisted of seven adult talkers with self-reported normal hearing.
~-The native French-speaking .,group, designated group NF, consisted of six
rFrench women and one BelgIan woman WIth a mean age of 38 years. These
ft.talkershad lived an average of 12.2 years in an English-speaking environment
~(principally Chicago), and four were married to native English speakers.
~I~:'
There were two groups of native English speakers who spoke French as
'):

tia second language, all women from the Midwest. The talkers in one group,
'f.~designatedgroup NE- I, consisted of undergraduate students with a mean age
t~bf22 years who had spent the previous academic year in Paris. A more ex:~perienced group of native English speakers, designated group NE-2, consisted
~of.women with a mean age of 32 years who held advanced degrees in French
~and were teaching French at an American university. Talkers in this group had
'ail spent several periods of time in France, the total averaging 1.3 years. One
~wasmarried to a native French speaker. Talkers in the two American groups,
,v~likethe
native French speakers, were using English as their primary language
,.
~iat the time of the study .
.J~!
Talkers in both native English-speaking groups began to study French in
~.tiunior or senior high school between the ages of II and 17 years. However,
ipone of them appears to have acquired French as a functional second lan!guage prior to about age 20. A language background questionnaire indicated
Stthat, compared to talkers in group NE-I, those in group NE-2 had substan1.tially more formal instruction in French language and literature, rated their
't40Wnproduction and comprehension of French somewhat higher, and used
,~rench somewhat more often on a daily basis in the period immediately
'~~precedingthe experiment.
~'
No attempt was made to objectively assess the French-speaking profi~ciency of the two American groups, for the intent was simply to constitute two
~extreme groups differing in overall experience. There was a clear difference
;~betweenthe two groups in terms of the length of time they had used French to
:{communicate. For talkers in NE-I this was effectively less than a year, since
i;;.noneof them had used French on a regular basis since their return from Paris
~6 months previously. The talkers in group NE-2, on the other hand, had used
,(French on a fairly regular basis for an average of about 10 years. Thus it seems
,!jreasonable to refer to the talkers in group NE-I as "inexperienced" and those
~Jn group NE-2 as the relatively "experienced" speakers of French.
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Speech materials The following two sets of phrases were used in counterbalanced order to elicit production of the French syllables Itul and Ityl by the
native speakers of French and English:
Tous
Tous
Tous
Tous
Tous
Tous
Tous

les
les
les
les
les
les
les

pretres
eveques
soldats
marins
medecins
dentistes
gendarmes

Tu
Tu
Tu
Tu
Tu
Tu
Tu

les
les
les
les
les
les
les

montres
opposes
observes
renvoies
obticns
informes
regardes.

~.

"

1.
-:of

:;1

'J

:1

j.1
'J

.1
',i

~i
"

~
j

Note that the utterance-initial syllable (ltu/ or /ty/) in both phrase sets i~
was held constant. The sound following the initial syllable (Ill) was held con- ._~
stant across the two phrase sets to make possible a direct comparison between J
/tu/ and /ty/. The final word in each phrase tended to receive contrastive stress
because it varied across phrases.·~
The two sets of phrases were produced in three progressively more de- :~
manding speaking tasks. The first task was simply to read the test phrases found ~
in one set, each preceded by the phrase number and a pause. The next task was .~
•
to generate an original sentence, initiating each with one of the phrases that had :~
,j
just been produced in isolation. Production was cued by the same written list ~
of seven phrases used in the phrase production task.
~
The final task was to produce a story based on the seven phrases. The }
principal requirement was that the story include a complete sentence initiated J
by each of the seven phrases in the set. The talkers were given a set of cards, J
each bearing one of the phrases to be used. They were to arrange the cards on ~
the table before them in order to .outline their intended story. Talkers were :i
permitted as much time as necessary to silently rehearse. They were permitted f
to intersperse additional sentences not initiated by one of the test phrases in the!
story, as needed. The talkers were not required to say the number of the phrase :
before initiating each utterance, as in the previous two speaking tasks. However, ;
they were told to pause before each sentence to ensure that the syllable of
interest (ftu/ or /ty/) occurred in absolute utterance-initial position in the story
task as it had in the phrase and sentence tasks.
The three speaking tasks were modeled using a set of seven English .•
phrases. The talkers - thenpracticed
the speaking tasks using these English-;
phrases. All but one talker, who was replaced, was able to perform the three:
speaking tasks satisfactorily. The story produced in the third task was highly i
natural and spontaneous in the authors' estimation, despite the fact that the
talkers were required to pause before each sentence.
The speech material was recorded (Sony model TCD5M) in a soundtreated room with the experimenter seated about 5 ft from the talker. An electret
condensor microphone (Nakamichi model CM-300) was positioned about 6 in.

I
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from the talker's mouth. To counteract the tendency for talkers to hyperarticulate in the presence of a microphone (Labov, 1972), talkers were told that the
experiment examined language creativity. Debriefing afterwards revealed that
none of the talkers were aware the experiment actually focused on pronunciation, and none attached special significance to the fact that a single syllable (ltul
or Ity/) recurred at the beginning of each phrase.
Stimuli A total of 252 syllables were edited from the speech material for
perceptual analysis (3 groups X 7 talkers X 2 syllable types X 2 replicate
productions X 3 speaking tasks). Phrases #4 and # 5 from the two phrase sets
were digitized at a to-kHz sampling rate with 12-bit amplitude resolution. The
Itul and Ityl syllables initiating these phrases were then isolated using the
~.. segmentation criteria illustrated in Figure 10.1. The left cursor was placed about
:~3 ms to the left of the sharp increase in waveform energy signaling the release
1 of constriction of It!. The right cursor was placed at the zero crossing that was
f judged to best demarcate the end of the "vowel" (lul or Iy /) and the beginning
~ of the following "consonant"
(11/).
~ 'I
Segmentation
was based on changes in waveform shape and intensity,
together with a perceptual appraisal. Segmentation
was based on perceptual
~' appraisal alone in the 5 percent-lO percent of syllables in which no discontinuity

t

f'~was visually
l'

evident in the waveform. Successive glottal periods were eliminated
one at a time from the right of the syllable until "/1/ coloring" was no longer

~:.perceptible. The average duration of vowels edited in this way was 48.8 ms
t' (s.d. = 16) for group NF, 44.8 ms (s.d. = 15) for group NE-l, and 51.1 ms
20) for group NE-2.
F (s.d.
Subjects The subjects were seven female native speakers of French with
~
~ a mean age of 38 years. Six had served as talkers about 3 months before the

=

f

f experiment.

Debriefing after the experiment
, stimuli presented.

[':

...

,n•.
, were aware

indicated that none of these subjects

that some of their own syllables

I:, VAAAANi"
V
V
v v-.-v~
~)'
LA/I v
"'I

V\J\lVvv\IV
JAAA~""AA

f(:j" AVVVVVV
A A A A A

had been included

among

the

V

vvvV\J

0/vvvvvv

A A II A A A

y
•••• -4AAAMA6
vvvvvvv
-. 1----

Figure 10.1 Panels (a)-(c) illustrate the point in
rhe acoustic waveform of three different Itul syllables where lul was segmented from the following 11/ sound on the basis of changes in
waveform shape and amplitude.
The criterion
used for the measurement
of VOT is illustrated
for a

Itul

syllable in (d).
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Proce~ures The Itul ~nd Ityl sylla?les wer~ stored ~n a high-speed m~ss
storage device for later on-Ime presentatIOn to hsteners m a two-alternative ~
forced-choice test. The syllables were blocked on speaking task (phrases, sen- .~

I:

produced. Within a block, each syllable was presented five times. This yielded .
story)
according
the phrase
or (21
# 5)talkers
in which
had types:
been
atences,
total of
six blocks,
each to
containing
210(#4
stimuli
X 2 they
syllables

1

overall
rms intensity.
X 5 repetitions).
The stimuli within each block were digitally normalized for ~
The task was to label each stimulus as 'tu' (ltyl) or 'tous' (ltul). The:5

I':
I-

of speech, and that an unspecified number of the talkers were not native speakers,
of French.
The percentage oftimes each subject correctly identified the Ityl and Itu/'
subjects were informed that the syllables had been edited from longer stretches
syllables was computed separately for each of the three speaker groups (NF, ~1
<

NE-l, NE-2)
in each
the three
speaking tasks
(phrase,
sentence,
The :i
,f
and Itul
was 70story).
(7 talkers
maximum
number
of of
correct
identifications
of Ityl
times Itul and Ity I syllables produced by each of the 21 talkers were correctly>
identified was computed separately for each speaking task. The maximum nurn-'
X 2ofreplicate
productions Xwas5 again
presentations).
In addition,
the percentage
ber
correct identifications
70 (7 listeners
X 2 replicate
prodnctionsof ,.
X 5 presentations).':~

Results

'I

Syllables produced by the native speakers of French (NF) were correctly iden;;
tified more often (about 95 percent of the time) than syllables produced by either,
the experienced Americans (about 75 percent correct) or the inexperienced t
Americans (about 60 percent). The Itul syllables produced by the native French'!
and experienced .Americans were correctly identified at a somewhat higher rate;
than Ity/. For the inexperienced American talkers, on the other hand, Itul was'~
'f
correctly identified at a substantially lower rate (about 45 percent correct) tha~ .
Ityl (about 70 percent correct). As a result, there was little difference between,
the experienced and inexperienced American talkers for Ity/, but a substantia!'

'(
difference between these two groups for Itul.
The percent correct identification scores were transformed using an arc~i
"
sine transformation (Kirk:; 1968, p. 66) because homogeneity of variance cannot~
•
be assumed when an analysis is based on percentages. The transformed scores'f,
were submitted to a three-way analysis of variance in which speaker group (NF}:
NE-l, NE-2), speaking task (phrases, sentences, story), and syllable type (/tua
or Ity I) were all repeated measures.
,,,,
The effect of speaking task was not significant (p < 0.01). However, ~he
interaction of speak.er group X syllable type was highly significant [F(2, 12f ~
51.27, p < 0.001]. Tests of simple main effects indicated that the Itul syllable§'
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produced by talkers in the native French (NF) and experienced American
(NE-2) groups were correctly identified more often than Ityl syllables, whereas
the Itul syllables produced by the inexperienced Americans (group NE-I) were
correctly identified less often than Ityl syllables (p < 0.01).
Tests of simple main effects also indicated that the effect of speaker group
was significant for both the Itul and Ity I syllables. Post-hoc tests (Tukey's
HSD, alpha = 0.01) revealed that the Itul syllables produced by the native
French talkers (NF) were correctly identified more frequently than the Itul
syllables produced by the experienced American talkers (NE-2) who, in turn,
produced Itul syllables that were correctly identified more often than those of
the inexperienced Americans (NE-l). Post-hoc tests revealed that for Ityl, on
the other hand, syllables produced by the native French talkers (NF) were
correctly identified more frequently than syllables produced by talkers in the
two American speaker groups (NE-l, NE-2), but that there was no difference
~:between the two American groups.
( !
The mean percent correct identification scores for syllables produced by
['.individual talkers in the three speaker groups are presented in Table 10.1. In this
f!~table data have been collapsed across the seven subjects (i.e., listeners) and three
speaking conditions. The data for individual talkers were analyzed in a mixed
t: design analysis of variance in which speaker group was a between-group factor,
~"and speaking task and syllable type were repeated measures.
f~;j;", In this analysis the effect of speaker group was again significant [F(2,18)
= 20.2, P < 0.001]. Post-hoc tests revealed that the native French talkers (NF)
f::produced syllables that were identified more correctly than those of the ex~:perienced. Ameri~ans (NE-2) ~ho, in turn, produced more identifiable syllables
~)han the 1I1expenenced Amencans (NE-l) (p < 0.01).
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~:TABLE 10.1.
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The percenlage of limes !Iu! and !Iy! syllables produced by native speakers of
French (NF), experienced American speakers of French (N E-2), and inexperienced
American speakers of French (NE-I) were correctly idenlified. Each score is based
011 a lotal of 210 forced-choice
identifications (7lisleners X 2 replicate productions
X 3 speaking tasks X 5 presentations).
69.0
79.0
99.0
80.7
24.3
93.8
23.6
30.1
97.5
84.1
3.8
97.2
61.3
94.1
92.3
40.3
89.0
35.8
41.2
66.1
95.1
82.8
91.5
99.0
NE-2
NE-I
!IU!
87.1
70.2
!Iu!
46.5
97.0
44.8
71.5
92.6
50.2
93.7
89.5
44.5
84.3
82.9
90.5
!ty!
!Iy!
(32.0)
(22.1)
(3.61)
(25.1)
(21.9)
NF
Speaker group

The interaction between speaker group X syllable type was not significant
as it was in the "listener" analysis [F(2, 18) = 2.11, P = 0.145]. Only six of seven
native French talkers, and five of seven experienced Americans produced a more
identifiable /tu/ than /ty/. Only six of the seven inexperienced Americans
showed the opposite pattern, producing a more identifiable /ty/ than /tu/.
The effect of speaking task did not reach significance [F(2,36) = 2.43], but
the interaction between speaking task and syllable type did [F(2,36) = 9.04,
P < 0.001]. The syllable /tu/ tended to be correctly identified more often than
/ty/ in the phrase and sentence tasks, whereas the reverse was true in the story
task. However, tests of simple main effects indicated that this interaction was .
of marginal importance. There was no significant effect of syllable type (ltu/ ':
versus /ty/) in any of the three speaking tasks, and the effect of speaking task :
was not significant for either the /tu/ or the /ty/ syllables (p < 0.01).

Discussion
It is not surprising that listeners correctly identified more French syllables' :.'
produced by French than American talkers. What is somewhat surprising is the '
extent to which correct identification rates differed between the experienced and :,
inexperienced American grups. Listeners were able to correctly identify more
of the /tu/ syllables produced by the experienced than inexperienced Ameri- '.
cans, although there was no difference in the identifiability of /ty / syllables
produced by the two groups of Americans. This suggests that L2 learners' ability"
to produce a syllable containing a "new" vowel (i.e., /ty/) does not benefit from;
additional L2 experience, whereas the ability to produce a syllable with a vowel;
that has a counterpart in Ll (i.e., /tu/) does show an effect of additional t'
experience.7
i
An examination of syllables produced by individual talkers did not sup_·,(
port this conclusion regarding the effect of experience on the accuracy of /tu/ .1:
and /ty/ production. The interaction of speaker group X syllable type did not~
reach significance in the "talker" analysis because 4 of 21 talkers failed tot:
confonn to the general pattern evident in the "listener" analysis. There was no.t
overall difference in the correct identification of /tu/ and /ty/ because theJ
experienced talkers tended to produce /tu/ better than /ty/, whereas the inex- ;!
perienced talkers tended to produce /ty/ better than /tu/. Thus the data do not~
support the hypothesis that a new L2 vowel which has no direct counterpart~
in Ll (e.g., /yl) will be produced more successfully than a vowel which does~
have such a counterpart (e.g., /ul).~1
Only two of the seven experienced Americans, and two of the seven l
inexperienced Americans produced /ty/ syllables that were correctly identified·
93 percent of the time, the mean for the native French speakers. Since the
experienced Americans had been speaking French for about 10 years, this

,
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suggests that few American learners will match native French speakers in the
ability to produce French Iy/.
Their failure to do so may be the result of developing an incorrect articula, tory strategy. Students in American schools are explicitly taught to produce
: French Iyl by placing the tongue in a configuration suitable for English Iii and
: rounding the lips, as for English lu/. The experience of the first author in
;.:teaching beginning-level French classes is that this strategy results in a reason~.able approximation to French Iy I. Borden et a1. (1981) noted that native
~.English speakers unfamiliar with French were able to produce a recognizable
t. Iyl on their first imitation trial.
If Americans produce French Iyl by recombining the articulatory fear, tures used for English vowels, it might explain their initial success in producing
~JYI as well as their continued deviation from the phonetic norms of French. To
N:::produceFrench Iyl authentically, it may be necessary for the English learner
~ to position the tongue differently for French Iyl than for English Iii. Delattre
~ (1951) indicates that French Iyl and Iii are not distinguished primarily by lip

f

g: rou~?ing,ofbut
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~:posltlon
the along
tonguea dimension
dorsum.
~. ~. Supporting this are data presented by Linker (I982), which indicate little
~difference in upper and lowedip protrusion between French Iii and Iy/, little
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mouth
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~~vowels.Analogous data have been reported for Dutch vowels. Based on acoustic
l~ai1alYSiS'EMG data, and ~nalysis by articulatory syn:hesis, Raphael et al. (1979)
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~According to Linker (1982), French Iyl is produced with somewhat greater
[protrusion of the upper and lower lips than English lu/, and has a substantially
[}arger orifice size (3.53 sq cm compared to 0.23 sq cm). Since increasing the ratio
tor the mouth orifice relative to the length of the oral cavity importantly affects
'l2 (Stevens and House, 1955), the use of lip rounding appropriate for English
1:vowels
in producing French Iyl may result in a difference between native and
".
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;~~eAmerican talkers in this study produced English lul in a phonetic context
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comparable to the one in which French lul was produced here (i.e., in phrases
like 'two little boys'). The average frequency of F2 in their English /ul was
intermediate to that for French /u/ and Iy / (1673 Hz) ..
The poor production of French /u/ by many of the inexperienced Ameri-'
cans might also have stemmed from a lack of awareness of the linguistic distinction between the lu/ and /yl categories of French. If so, these talkers may have
developed a perceptual target for French lu/ that embraced the /ul and /y/
categories produced by native French speakers ...

!

EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 1 indicated that French /tyl syllables produced by native speakers .
of American English were. misidentified (as /tu/) about 30 percent of the time. ;j
The Itu/ syllables produced by experienced Americans were misidentified (as .
/ty/) an average of 17 percent of the time, as against 55 percent for Americans
who were less experienced in French. This suggests that the relatively experienced Americans produced a perceptually more effective contrast between,
the French vowels Iy I and lul than the less experienced talkers as the result
of their greater experience. Experiment 2 directly assessed this vowel contrast
using a paired-comparison task.

Methods
Subjects Investigations ofLI acquisition suggest that adult listeners may
overlook a distinction between two phones produced by children because of the
tendency for speech to be perceived categorically (Monnin and Huntington,
1974; Macken and Barton, 1980; Maxwell and Weismer, 1982; cf. Locke, 1983).
This can occur in instances where the child produces a reliable acoustic distinction between phones that represent a within-category phonetic difference for
adult listeners.
The subjects chosen for this experiment were native English speakers.
Native English speakers might be expected to be more sensitive to acoustic
distinction(s) between lu/ and /y/ produced by other native English speakers
than native speakers of French. There were six male and six female native
English speakers with a mean age of 31 years. Each subject had studied French
for at least 4 years in school. Five held advanced degrees in French and taught
French, and nine had lived in a French-speaking environment for at least 3
months. Nine of the 12 had some training in phonetics, and all had normal
hearing according to self-report.
Stimuli and procedures
The same 256 tokens of /ty/ and /tul used in
experiment 1 were presented to subjects in a two-interval forced-choice task.
Subjects were told they would hear one token of Itu/ and one token of /ty/ on
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each trial. Their task was to determine which member of the pair was most likely
to be /ty/. No feedback, familiarization, or training was given.
The stimuli were blocked according to the speaking task (phrase, sentence,
story) and phrase (#4 or # 5) from which they had been edited. Within a block,
each talker's production of /tu/ and /ty/ was presented four times, twice with
intended /ty/ as the first member of the pair, and twice with /tyl in the second
position. This provided a total of 84 paired comparisons per block (21 talkers
X 4 presentations).
The six blocks of stimuli (2 replicate pairs of 'tu/tous' X 3 speaking tasks)
were normalized for overall rms intensity and randomized separately for each
subject. The order of blocks was counterbalanced across subjects. Stimulus
presentation and response collection were run under the control of a laboratory
computer (PDP 11/34). The interstimulus interval was set at 1 s. Presentation
of each succeeding trial was triggered by the previous response, with a minimum
intertrial interval of I s. The experiment lasted about 30 min, with a short break
after the first three blocks.
The percentage of times the Ity/ syllables produced by each of the 21
talkers (3 groups X 7 groups) was correctly chosen was computed. The maximum number of correct identifications for each of the three speaking tasks was
96 (2 "tous/tu" pairs X 4 presentations X 12 listeners). In addition, the
percentage of times the 12 subjects (i.e., listeners) correctly chose intended /ty/
was calculated separately for each of the three speaker groups (NF, NE-l,
NE-2) in each of the three speaking tasks (phrase, sentence, story). These
percent correct identification scores were based on a maximum of 56 possible
correct judgments (2 'tultous' pairs X 4 presentations X 7 talkers).

Results and Discussion

i;.

Table 10.2 presents the percentage of times the /ty/ syllables produced by the
seven talkers in the three groups were correctly chosen. The data have been
averaged over the three speaking tasks. The Ityl syllables produced by the
TABLE

NF

10.2.

The mean percentage of times the Ityl syllables produced by native speakers of
French (NF). experienced English speakers of French (NE-2), and inexperienced
English speakers of French (NE-I) were correctly chosen in a paired-comparison
task. An asterisk signifies that the /IY/ syllable produced by a talker was correctly
chosen al a grealer than chance rale (p < 0.0 I).

I

95*
47
7455
652
95*
88*
96*
90*
35 90*
63%
70*
90*
75%
46
85*
82+
73+
83*
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87*
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native French speakers (NF) were correctly chosen about 90 percent of the time.
Listeners correctly chose 75 percent of the Ityl syllables produced by the
experienced Americans (NE-2), as against only 63 percent of the syllables
produced by the inexperienced Americans (NE-l).
After arcsine transformation,
the percent correct identification scores
were submitted to a mixed design analysis of variance in which speaker group
was a between-group factor and speaking task was a repeated measure. The
effect of speaking task was not significant [F(2,36) = 0.18]. The effect of speaker
group did reach significance [F(2,18) = 6.65, P < 0.01]. Post-hoc tests revealed
that native speakers of French (NF) produced a more effective contrast between
Itul and Ityl than the experienced American talkers (NE-2) who, in turn,
produced a better contrast than the inexperienced American talkers (NE-l)
(p < 0.0 1). An examination of data for individual talkers indicated that listeners
correctly chose Ityl at better than chance levels for all seven native French
talkers, but for only five of the seven experienced American talkers, and only
three of the seven inexperienced Americans (p < 0.0 1 by the binomial probability test; Siegel, 1~56).
Speaker gro~p and speaking task served as repeated measures in a "listener" analysis of the. same data. This analysis produced the same results as the·
"talker" analysis: no effect of speaking task, but a significant effect of speaker
group [F(2,22) = 41.33, p< 0.001]. Post-hoc tests (Tukey's HSD, alpha =
0.01) again indicated that the native speakers of French produced a more
effective contrast between Itul and Ityl than the experienced American talkers
(NE-2) who, in turn, produced a more effective contrast than the inexperienced
American talkers (NE-l).
These findings demonstrate the importance of experience for production
of a potentially confusable pair of foreign language vowels such as lul and Iy/.
Our perceptual evaluation indicated that although the experienced American
talkers did not produce as effective a perceptual contrast between Ityl and Itul
as native speakers of French, they were nonetheless better at doing so than
relatively less~experienced Americans.
This experiment also demonstrated that native speakers of English with
some experience in French are able to effectively discriminate the lul and Iyl
produced by native speakers of French. In experiment I, native French-speaking
subjects correctly identified the Iyl produced by native French speakers about
93 percent of the time. In this experiment, native English-speaking subjects
correctly chose the Iy I produced by native French speakers about 90 percent
of the time.
The American subjects' success in discriminating lul and Iyl does not
necessarily demonstrate, however, that their perception of French Iyl and lu/
matches that of native speakers of French. It is possible they discriminated Iyl
and lul on a purely auditory basis. It is also possible they were familiar enough
with the phonetic properties of French lul and Iyl to discriminate these vowels
phonetically, but without having precisely the same "prototype" or "perceptual
target" as French native speakers.
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ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS
The two perceptual experiments indicated that native speakers of English produced Itul and Ityl less effectively than native speakers of French. In this
section we acoustically examine the syllables presented in the perceptual experiments to determine how native and non-native speakers' production of those
syllables may have differed.
Based on the perceptual results, we expected to find that the native French
speakers produced a substantial spectral difference between Iyl and lul,
whereas the native English speakers-especially
the inexperienced ones-prodid not
duced a much smaller spectral distinction. The results of experiment
support the hypothesis that new phones (such as Iy/) are produced more
accurately than L2 phones with a close counterpart in L I (such as lu/). This
leads us to expect that, when measured acoustically, the difference between the
French and American talkers will be the same for Iy I and lu/.
The perceptual experiments did not assess the accuracy with which
,French It! was produced. The acoustic analysis of It! in this section will permit
us to test a hypothesis concerning why L2 learners ordinarily do not match
native speakers of the foreign language being learned (Flege, 1981, 1984b). If
L2 learners merge the phonetic properties of L 1 and L2 phones judged to be
equivalent (e.g., the It! of French and English) we expect to observe two
phenomena. First, American talkers-even experienced ones-should produce
,French It! with vaT values that are longer than the short-lag values commonly
.observed for French monolinguals (about 20 ms, Caramazza and Yeni-Komshian, 1974), despite the fact that it may be less difficult to produce stops with
short-lag than long-lag VaT values (Kewley-Port and Preston, 1974). Second,
the French talkers should also produce French It! with longer VOT values than
monolingual French speakers because of their massive exposure to the stops of
English .

I

.

Methods
The 252 exemplars of Itul and Ity I examined in experiments 1 and 2 were
low-pass filtered at 4 kHz (Krohn-Hite model 3343) before being digitized at
" 'a sampling rate of 10 kHz with 12-bit amplitude resolution. As illustrated in Fig.
--10.1, voice-onset time (VaT) was measured from the display of a graphics
terminal (Tektronix model 4010) by setting a cursor at the beginning of the noise
burst signaling stop release, and at the first upward-going zero crossing of the
waveform, signaling onset of phonation.
"
The center frequencies offormants 1-3 in the vowels of Itul and Ityl were
~:,estimated by means of linear predictive coding (LPC) analysis. Using an oscillo~ graphic display of the speech waveforms, a 256-point (25.6-ms) Hamming win~ dow was positioned so that its left tail coincided with the positive peak of the
, first pitch period in the approximately 50-ms periodic portion of syllables.
>-"
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Twelve linear prediction coefficients were calculated. Formant frequency values
were then determined
by picking amplitude peaks from the smoothed spectra
using algorithms developed by Markel and Gray (1976).
The aperiodic portion (i.e., "VOT interval") of the syllables examined
varied from about 30 to 80 ms. This means that some of the vowel measurements, especially those made of syllables with a very short VOT interval, may
reflect the formant frequencies of consonant transitions into the "vowel" rather
than just the "steady-state"
portion of "vowels." However, since VOT did not
differ across the three speaker groups (see Results), this should not invalidate
between-group
comparisons.

Results

VOT Table 10.3 presents the VOT of It! in Ity I and Itul syllables
produced by talkers in the three speaker groups. These mean values represent
the average of three speaking conditions and two replicate productions of both
syllables. The VOT Itul and Ityl was somewhat longer for the inexperienced
Americans (63 ms) than for either the experienced Americans (50 ms) or native
speakers of French C?4 ms).
The VOT values measured in Itul and Ityl syllables produced by each
talker in the three speaking tasks were submitted to a mixed design analysis of
variance in which speaker group (NF, NE-I, NE-2) was the between-group
factor, and speaking task (phrase, sentence, story) and syllable type (ltul, Ity/)
. were repeated measures. There were no significant interactions.
Neither the
effect of speaking task nor syllable type reached significance. The experienced
Americans (NE-2) more nearly approximated
the phonetic norms of French
than the inexperienced
Americans (NE-l). Although their VOT for It! averaged 13 ms shorter than that of the experienced Americans, the effect of speaker
group also failed to reach significance (p < 0.0 I).
The data for individual subjects presented in Table 10.4 are highly consistent with the grouped means presented in Table 10.3. The most important point
to note is that none of the talkers, including the native speakers of French,
:,
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(NE-2), and inexperienced
English speakers of French (NE-I). Each mean is
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X 3 speaking
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produced It! with an average VOT value of less than 35 ms. Thus, none of the
talkers in this study closely resembled monolingual native speakers of French .
.
Vowelformant data The mean frequency values of formants 1-3 in the
/yl and lul vowels are presented in Table 10.5. These data have been averaged
across the three speaking tasks and two replicate productions of each vowel by
: :ihe seven talkers in each group. It is apparent that there was little difference
;:.between the groups for Iy/. For lu/, there seems to be a between-group differ;.:ence for F3, and an even larger difference for F2.
i".···
The frequency with which the 252 Ityl and Itul syllables were identified
t.~sItyl in experiment 1 was correlated with the mean formant frequency values
;' 'measured for those syllables. This analysis revealed that variations in F2 ac~ counted for 62 percent of the variance in the mean identification scores, as
~.against only 9.percent for F3 and 1 percent for FI. Therefore, only F2 differfences will be further discussed.
~::
A closer examination of the F2 data revealed clear differences between the
American and French talkers, as well as a difference between the experienced
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The mean frequency, in Hz, of formants 1-3 in the lul and Iyl vowels produced
by native speakers of French (NF), experienced English speakers of French (NE-2),
and inexperienced
English speakers of French (NE-I). Each mean is based on 42
observations (7 talkers X 2 replicate productions
X 3 speaking tasks); standard
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and inexperienced Americans. When the 84 lul and Iy I vowels produced by
talkers in each of three groups were plotted in an FI-F2 space, there was
practically no overlap in F2 values between the Iyl and lul vowels produced
by the native French speakers, some overlap for vowels produced by the experienced Americans, and almost complete overlap in F2 for the Iyl and lul
produced by the inexperienced Americans.
The F2 difference between lul and Iyl averaged 715 Hz for vowels
produced by the native speakers of French (NF). The F2 difference between Iy/
and lul was much smaller for the non-native speakers, averaging 413 Hz for
the experienced Americans (NE-2), and only 103 Hz for the inexperienced
Americans (NE-l).
A second finding was that the American talkers more closely matched the
French talkers in producing Iyl than lu/. The formant values measured for lul
and Iy I were submitted to a mixed design analysis of variance in which speaker
group was the between-subjects factor, and vowel (lul or Iyl) and speaking
tasks (phrase, sentence, story) were repeated measures. There was a significant
vowel X speaker group interaction [F = (2,18) = 11.84; P < 0.001]. Tests of
simple main effects revealed that the effect of speaker group was not significant
for Iy I in any of the three speaking conditions, but that it was significant for
lul in all three speaking tasks (p < 0.01). In each case, the French talkers
produced lul with lower F2 values than the experienced Americans who, in
turn, produced lul with lower F2 values than the inexperienced American
speakers of French (p > 0.01). Tests of simple main effects also revealed that
the French (NF) and experienced American talkers (NE-2) produced Iyl with
significantly higher F2 values than lul in all three speaking tasks, whereas the
inexperienced Americans (NE-I) did not (p < 0.01).
As expected from the perceptual experiments, the effect of speaking task
did not reach significance.

Discussion
VOT The most striking characteristic of the VOT data is that the French
talkers, who were proficient speakers of English, produced French It! with
VOT values that substantially exceeded the approximately 20-ms VOT values
commonly observed in the speech of French monolinguals (Caramazza and
Yeni-Komshian, 1974). This confirms the prediction (Flege, 1981, 1984b) that
L2 learning will affect the production of phones in L I. This prediction follows
from the hypothesis that the perceptual target for an LI phone-and eventually
the motor plan used to realize it-changes
as the foreign language learner is
exposed to that phone's acoustically different counterpart in L2. More specifically, French speakers of English are hypothesized to merge the phonetic properties of French and English It I as the result of judging these acoustically
different phones to be realizations of the same phonetic category (i.e., as the
result of interlingual identifications).
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This hypothesis receives additional support from data reported by Caramazza et al. (1973). In that study, French speakers of English labeled stops in
a VOT continuum differently than monolingual speakers of French. They also
produced French stops with somewhat longer (English-like) VOT values than
monolingual speakers of French. Unlike subjects in the Caramazza et al. (1973)
study, the French talkers in this study all learned English as adults. At the time
of the study they had lived for about 10 years in an English-speaking environment, and were using English as their primary language. This may explain why
learning English seems to have affected our French talkers' production of
French stops to a much greater extent than it did for French talkers in the
Caramazza et al. (1973) study.
Another predicted effect of interlingual identification is that English learners of French will develop a perceptual target for French It! which merges the
phonetic properties of French and English It!, and that this will lead them, in
turn, to "overshoot" the short-lag VOT values appropriate for French It!. As
predicted, the American talkers produced It! with substantially longer VOT
values than monolingual French speakers. Not even those who were very experienced in French produced French It! with an average VOT value of less
than 35 ms. Of the 168 A~erican-produced stops examined, only seven had a
VOT value of less than 30 ms (cf. Flege, 1980). This seems to confirm the
prediction that, because of interlingual identification, adult learners of a foreign
language will never succeed in producing L2 stops with complete accuracy when
.stops in their native language differ substantially in VOT from those in L2.
Vowel formant data The most important finding regarding vowel production was that the American talkers matched the French talkers in producing
Iyl but not lu/. This supports the hypothesis that "new" L2 phones are
produced more accurately than L2 phones which have a direct counterpart in
the native language.
The French talkers produced Iyl with a mean F2 frequency of 2102 Hz.
,This represents a somewhat lower mean frequency than reported previously by
Debrock and Forrez (1976) for five French monolingual women (2188 Hz). The
experienced Americans produced Iyl with a mean F2 frequency of 2006 Hz,
. 'as against 2012 Hz for the inexperienced Americans. The small differences
between the three groups in F2 for Iyl were not significant, although listeners
'correctly identified about 20 percent more of the Ity I syllables produced by the
.French than American talkers in experiment I. This suggests that the small
'.. between-group F2 differences we noted were perceptually relevant or, more
, ',likely, that some acoustic dimension(s) other than just F2 served to cue the
identity of Iy/.
The French talkers produced French lul with a substantially higher mean
"F2 value (1387 Hz) than previously reported for monolingual French speakers
. "(987 Hz) by Debrock and Forrez (1976). This suggests that learning English
~j influenced their production of French lu/, just as it influenced their production
.,,\
(i.of French It!. We hypothesize that the French speakers of English produced
'iFrench lul with higher (more English-like) F2 values because they judged the
B
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lul of English and French to be equivalent. By the same reasoning, the seeming
lack of an L2 effect on Iyl may follow from their not judging French Iyl to
be equivalent to an English vowel. This should be further tested in a study
comparing the french vowel production of monolingual native speakers of
French to that of French talkers who also speak English.
Many of our American talkers failed to produce a perceptually effective
contrast between French Iyl and lul largely because they failed to accurately
produce lul. The French talkers produced lul with a mean F2 of 1387 Hz,
compared to 1593 Hz for the experienced Americans, and 1909 Hz for the
inexperienced Americans. The F2 value for French lul produced by the inexperienced Americans is somewhat surprising in view of the fact that adult L2
learners, at least those who are reasonably proficient in the foreign language,
generally "approximate" the phonetic norms of a foreign language. In another
study (Flege, 1987) the inexperienced American talkers produced English lul
with a mean F2 value of 1675 Hz. We would therefore have expected them to
produce French lul with somewhat lower (more French-like) F2 values, rather
than with F2 values that were actually higher (less French-like) than that of
their English lul.
An explanation for this finding is not immediately apparent from the data
of this study. In experiment 2 we found that four of seven inexperienced Americans did not produce a perceptually reliable contrast between lul and Iy/. The
acoustic analysis revealed that this group of talkers did not produce a reliable
F2 contrast between lul and Iy I. One possibility is that at least some of the
inexperienced Americans were not perceptually aware of,the linguistic distinction between the French lul and Iyl categories.
Another possibility is that they were generally aware of the existence of
this vowel distinction, but mistakenly thought that the word 'tous' contains Iyl
rather than lul. A number of studies have shown that adult L2 learners sometimes replace an L2 phone which has a direct counterpart in LI (e.g., lu/) with
a new L2 phone (such as Iy/) they have recently learned (see Flege, 1984b). This
phenomenon may represent a form of overcompensation to the difficulty inherent in mastering the new sound system of a foreign language.
Both acoustic and perceptual criteria demonstrated that the experienced
American talkers were aware of the linguistic distinction between French Iyl
and lul. Despite this, they produced French lul with a mean F2 frequency that
was only slightly lower and thus ;more French-like (1593 Hz) than the F2 in
their English lul (1670 Hz, Flege, 1987). Thus even after many years of experience speaking French they seem to have done little to modify their production
of lul in the direction of French phonetic norms.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The first conc1usionto be drawn from this study is that adult native speakers
of English may produce new phones in a foreign language (such as French Iyl)
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more accurately than L2 phones which have a clear counterpart in the native
language (such as French lu/). Listeners' identification of vowels in Experiment
1 revealed a tendency for inexperienced American speakers of French to produce the new vowel Iyl more accurately than lu/. This suggested that new L2
phones may be learned more rapidly than L2 phones which have a clear counterpart in L I. However, the reverse tendency was noted for more experienced
American speakers of French and, as a result, the overall difference in the rate
at which lul and Iyl were correctly identified was not significant.
An acoustic analysis of F2 nonetheless revealed that Iyl was produced
more accurately than lu/. The American talkers did not differ from the French
talkers in producing the new vowel Iy/, whereas they produced lul with
significantly higher F2 values than the French talkers. The inexperienced
American talkers produced French lul with F2 values equaling their French
Iy/, suggesting they may have confused these two vowel categories. The experienced American, on the other hand, produced French lul with F2 values
that closely corresponded to the F2 measured in their production of English lul
in another study.
The second conclusion to be drawn from this study is that experience
enables adult learners of a foreign language to produce L2 phones with greater
accuracy. Acoustic and perceptual analyses revealed that experienced American
speakers of French produced a more effective contrast between French lul and
Iyl than less experienced Americans in three different speaking tasks.9 They
also produced French It! with somewhat shorter (more French-like) VOT
values than the ItJs-experienced Americans. These findings are consistent with
the results of previous studies of foreign language speech production (e.g., Flege
and Port, 1981; Port and Mitleb, 1980; Williams, 1980).
The observation that L2 learners sometimes approximate the phonetic
norms of a foreign language leaves us with the intriguing question of why they
seldom if ever match L2 native speakers in producing L2 phones that differ
phonetically from their counterpart in L 1. Many researchers (e.g., Scovel, 1969)
have suggested that the ability of humans to learn new patterns of pronunciation
diminishes near the end of childhood for neurophysiological reasons. We feel
an alternate hypothesis worthy of further investigation is that previous phonetic
experience impedes the formation of accurate perceptual targets for phones in
L2 (Flege, 198 I, 1984b). More specifically, we hypothesize that phones which
closely resemble one another, such as the It! of French and English, mutually
influence one another because language learners judge them to be acoustically
different realizations of the same category.
This hypothesis is supported by the VOT data. The native French talkers
in this study produced the It! in French words with VOT values that were
intermediate to the short-lag and long-lag values typically observed for French
and English, respectively. We hypothesize that the French talkers identified the
prevocalic It! occurring in English words with the It! of French. We further
hypothesize that, as a result, their perceptual target for French It! represented
a merger of the phonetic properties of French and English It!.
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Similarly, we hypothesize that the American speakers of French judged
the It! of French and English as being different realizations of the same category. If the American talkers developed a perceptual target for French It! that
merged the phonetic properties of French and English It!, it means they were
probably attempting to produce a stop with VOT values intermediate to those
of monolingual speakers of French and English. We observed that although the
Americans approximated the short-lag phonetic norm for French It!, theylike the native French talkers-also produced French It! with VOT values that
were intermediate to those of French and English monolinguals.
Previous research in L 1 and L2 speech learning indicates that talkers'
production of the VOT dimension eventually conforms to perception of the
VOT dimension in stop consonants (see, e.g., Zlatin and Koenigsknect, 1976;
Williams, 1980). If accuracy in speech production is limited by the accuracy of
the perceptual target that is developed during speech learning, native English
speakers may never match native speakers of French unless they manage to
develop two distinct perceptual targets, one for the It! of French and one for
the It! of English. However, speech perception data reported by Caramazza et
a1. (1973) indicate that although French speakers of English labeled stops differently than French monolinguals, they did not label a French It! differently than
an English It! (but cf. Elman et aI., 1977).
The hypothesis that English speakers will never produce It! with complete accuracy is further supported by the observation that even Americans
talkers who held advanced degrees in French, had lived for more than a year
in France, and had spoken French for more than 10 years did not produce
French It! with the short-lag VOT values observed for monolingual speakers
of French.
The acoustic measurements made of French vowels are also consistent
with the hypothesized role of interlingual identification. We found that the
Americans were able to accurately produce Iyl but not lu/. The "new" vowel
Iyl does not have a direct counterp.art in English, as does French lu/. As a
result, it may not have been "identified" with any vowel in English, and thus
escaped the limiting effect of previous phonetic experience.
The American talkers were much less successful in producing French lul,
a vowel which does have a clear counterpart in English. The inexperienced
Americans seem to have produced French lul as if it were IyI. Their relatively
poor production of lu/ may have resulted from a failure to perceptually differentiate the IyI and lul vowel categories of French. The experienced Americans produced French lul much like the lul of English. This suggests that
American learners of French may never accurately produce French lul.IO
This raises the question of why the American talkers seem to have approximated the VOT norm of French for It! but not lul. We speculate that this is
due to the nature of interlingual identification. There seems to be only a single
phone in English (ItI) with which French It! will be identified. However, our
acoustic evidence suggests that the inexperienced American talkers may have
judged both the lul and Iyl of French to be equivalent to English lu/.
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We alluded above to the possibility that the experienced Americans may
have produced the French word 'tous' with the lul of English. An alternative
hypothesis is that the perceptual target they developed for French
represented a merger of the phonetic properties of the lul of French and English.
Why their French lul much more closely resembled the lul of English than
French, rather than falling at a point that is more nearly intermediate to the lul
of French and English, is unclear. Perhaps their phonetic learning was slowed
by the necessity of first distinguishing the Iyl and lul categories of French.
In summary, the results presented here indicate that adult learners of a
foreign language do not always produce foreign language words with phones
occurring in their native language. Both groups of American talkers produced
the new vowel Iyl with relatively great accuracy. Both groups of Americans
produced French It! with VOT values that were shorter than typical for English. This indicates that existing articulatory motor plans can be modified, and
new ones established. Limits on the extent to which L2 learners approximate
native speakers' pronunciation
of an L2 phone which has an acoustically different counterpart in Ll may stem not from an inability to learn new forms of
pronunciation,
but from the interlingual identification of Ll and L2 phones.
Judging acoustically different phones as belonging to the same phonetic category
seems to underlie the process of speech perception. The continued operation of
this perceptual process in L2 learning may lead to inaccurate perceptual targets
for L2 phones which, in turn, limits the accuracy of L2 speech production.
We observed several differences between native and non-native speakers
of French. The interpretation
of these results was based on inferences concerning talkers'. "perceptual targets" for L I and L2 phones (see footnote 5). A great
deal of further research is clearly needed to test these inferences. It will be
important in future studies of L2 production to demonstrate
which specific
phones in the native and target language are judged to be equivalent (i.e.,
"identified" with one another), and to determine the extent to which the perceptual targets for L2 phones evolve as a function of experience with the foreign
language.

lul

NOTES
I. The accuracy with which a learner produces the sounds of a foreign language can be
objectively assessed in a variety of ways: (I) through the use of rating scale judgments by native
speakers of the largetlanguage.
(2) by calculating the frequency with which L2 phones are correctly
identified. and (3) through acollstic analyses. This last method depends on a comparison of specific
acoustic dimensions of an L2 phone produced by non-native speakers to the average value of that
dimension in the speech of monolingual speakers of the target language.
2. We examined the production of 'taus' and 'tu' in order to minimize the effect of differences
in word familiarity. Studies of both L1 acquisition (e.g., Barton, 1980) and L2 learning (see Flege,
1984b) indicate that word familiarity may affect the extent to which phones are correctly produced.
'Tu' and 'tous' are among the first French words learned by non-native speakers owing to their high
frequency of occurrence.
adjective meaning 'all.'

'Tu' is the second person singular

pronoun

meaning

'you'; 'taus'

is an
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3. Cross-language
auditory comparisons suggest that French lul is more "tense" or "peripheral" in the vowel space than its English counterpart (Delattre, 1953; Adamczewski and Keen, 1973;
Valdman, 1976). If lul is articulated with a relatively more posterior tongue position in French than
English, one would expect it to be produced with lower F2 values than English lul (see Lindblom
and Sundberg, 197\). The comparison of French and English lul is complicaled by Ihe fact that
is produced more variably than its French counterpart,
prohahly because there is no
English
adjacent high vowel category in English (i.e., Iy/) with which it risks being perceplunlly confused
of
(Stevens, 1983). The results of several studies suggest that the second formant frcqucncy
lul is about the same (700-900 Hz) in French and English (Paterson and Darney, 1952; Delaltre,
1951; Debrock nnd Forrez, 1976; Riordan, 1977). lIowever, olher studies indicate Ihat English lul
is produced with considerably higher (1000-1900 Hz) F2 values thanlhose reported for French lul,
especially in conversational
speech (Stevens and House, 1963; Shockey, 1974; Labov, 198\). Thus
if Americans produce French words with an English lul, we expect them to produce French lul
with higher F2 values than monolingual speakers of French.

lul

(n)

4. If cross-language
similarity judgments for vowels are based primarily on the position of
the tongue and the resulting acoustic spectrum, it seems reasonable to think t hat listeners will judge
French Iyl to be closer to English Ii/than
to English lu/. tr degree of lip rounding is important
to similarity judgments, French Iyl might bejudged to be closer to English lul than Iii. Americans
vowel (Walz, 1979), although speakers of certain
seldom if ever realize French Iyl a3 an Ii/-quality
West African languages are said to do so (N. Spector, 1983). Instead, they typically realize French
Iyl as an lu/-quality (Walz, 1979), and at times produce French lul with an Iy/-quality vowel
(Gaudin, 1953). Evidence from speech production thus suggests that lip rounding might be more
important to similarity judgments than the configuration of the tongue, Jakobson et a\. (1952) note,
on the other hand, that similarity judgments may depend as much on the system of phonological
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contrasts in the listener's native language as on the physical properties of phones found in L1 and.
L2. If so, no physical dimension, or combination of dimensions, may uniquely determine which LI
phone is judged to be "closest" to a new L2 phone.
5. In this article we use the term "perceptual
target" as a convenient cover term. Phoneticians have long debated what constitutes the "target" or "goal" for vari~us phones, but what talkers
aim to achieve in producing a phone is still unclear. It might be an "auditory"
effect, the tactile
andlor kinesthetic feedback associated with particular configurations of the speech articulators, or

.;

some combination
of all three that varies according to phone or phone class. Research in recent
years (e.g., Summerfield,
1979, 1983) suggests that a phonetic "target" or "goal" is not specified
in terms of a modality-specific
code, but is more abstract in nature. An alternative term we might
have used here is "mental representation,"
for we conceive of a "perceptual target" as representing
the talker's notion of how a phone "ought" to be produced. Another term we might have used is

.~

"prototype,"
for we consider the perceptual target to include all phonetic information, including
language-specific
and subcategorical
information,
pertinenl to the production of a phone.
6. Results reported by Elman et al. (1977) suggest that highly proficient bilinguals may have
coexistent perceptual targets for counterpart phones in L1 and L2 (see Weinreich, 1953, 1963), but
other previous studies suggest that bilinguals generally have a single perceptual target for counterpart phones in their two languages. This important issue invites further research.
7. The dynamic spectral properties of the transWon into the steady-state porlion of syllables
10 the identification
of Itul and Ity/. However, the identifiability of the
may have contributed
periodic portion ("vowel") in Itul and Ityl syllables probably provides a good assessment of talkers
ability to produce lul and Iy/. French- and English-speaking
listeners are known 10 identify the
vowels in French CV syllables (e.g., Itul and Ity/) as accurately as isolated French vowels (Gottfried, 1979, 1984).
8. One reason for caution in accepting the conclusion that L2 learners never match native
speakers of a target foreign language in producing stop consonants is that the American talkers in
this study were not using French as their primary language at the time of the study. This conclusion
should be further tested by examining the production. of French by Americans who have spent a
considerable period of time in a French-speaking
environment and are using French as their primary
language at the time of the study.
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9. Sociolinguists (e.g., Labov, 1972) have noted that variations in "attention to speech," as
manipulated through the use of different speaking tasks, may affect native language speech production. Tasks that allow talkers to "pay attention" to their speech sometimes result in more "correct"
productions of sounds (i.e., a more frequent production of variants found in the prestige dialect of
the talkers' native language). In this study we observed that varying speaking task had no effecl on
L2 speech produclion. Acoustic and pcrceptual analyscs rcvealed Ihal Amcrican t:tlkers produced
the Frcnch syllablc.s Ilul and Ilyl with equal accuracy whcn reading a lisl of phrases, gcncrating
completc scntenccs from Ihose phrascs, and producing a scrics of scnlences Ihal wcre linkcd logclher
in a sponlancous slory. II sccms reasonahle to Ihink Ihal Ihc mrll1iplllation of spe11king lash uscd
in this sludy was sufficicnl to affect general vigilance or "attention 10 spcech." Wc arc forced to
conclude thai "attcnlion to spcech" has lillie effcct on adults' prodUl'lion of L2 phoncs. Wc hasten
to add, howevcr, Ihal no external measure was taken to demonstrate
that general attention or
vigilance changed across the Ihree speaking tasks. It remains possible Ihat "allention to speech" did
IIot change as a function of spcaking lask, or Ihat a manipulation
of speaking task will innucncc
the accuracy of L2 phones produced by learners who are not yet pi olicient in L2. Even t he least
experienced Amcrican talker in this study had spent ncarly a year in Francc and was capable of
the very demanding "slory" speaking task in their foreign language. Weismer and Cariski (1983)
suggest thaI Ihe benelil of rehearsal for skilled motor control may he greatest in Ihe early slages
of acquisition, when cognitive factors are presumed to be relatively importan\. In the case of L2
learning, attention to speech might cease to innuence production beyond the time learners establish
a motor plan for producing L2 phones. Although somewhat uncertain, our ncgative lindings in
regard to the effect of speaking task is of some methodological
imporlance for future studies of L2
speech production. II is simple to have talkers read phrase lists. Ollr results suggest that such a
speech sample may provide a reasonabl(! estimate of learners' production of L2 phones in other,
more natuml, speaking lasks.
10. We can think of an important reason for tempering the conclusion that new L2 phones
are produced better than L2 phones with cognates in L 1. We considered the vowels in just two
French words. The vowels in 'tous' and 'tu' might be unrepresentative
of the way American talkers
produce lul and Iyl in other words. The American talkers are likely to have learned 'tous' and
'tu' very early. As a result, these words might exemplify a nonoptimal approximation to the phonetic
norms of Frenoh for Iyl and /ul that remained "frozen" after laler, more accurale, productions
of these vowels were learned in other French words.
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